THAT’S A WRAP

ROUND 5- SOUTHERN REGION

How good is the creek!! Arguably one of the most enjoyable
tournaments of the southern region season and round 5 of
the 2016-2017 Southern season was no exception.
The Tinana Creek tournament is known for its great skiing
conditions and its social atmosphere. A big thank you to
Marty and Leigh Purcell who not only hosted a few campers
over the weekend but also opened up Old McMarty's farm to
a BBQ for all to attend on Saturday night.

#Winner

Another big thank you to Greg and Annette Kerslake for
providing their beautiful Nautique 200 giving the skiers that
extra 'edge.' Speaking of 'edge' the crash of the weekend
most certainly went to Nico Conroy for his big out the front
cartwheel in round 2 on Saturday afternoon.
PB's came by the family load this weekend especially for the
Smith family with Billy, Bryce and Louise stepping it up
another notch. Skier of the weekend went to little Jett
Sheehy who gets out on the water and takes on the boat
wake mountains in style. Next time you see Jett ski make
sure to check out his technique there are a few good genes
being passed down there and he will be one to watch in
coming years.
A special mention must go to Ash Murphy (who also got a
PB) and Gus Mitchell for their efforts over the weekend. Ash
spent time in the pickup boat through all 3 rounds and Gus
was on either side of the radio for most of the weekend
calling scores from the boat or writing them down on the
bank. Our tournaments are a lot of work but when people
pitch in like these boys it lightens the load. Thank guys!
Finally, and most importantly, thank you to our sponsors Big
4 Caravan parks, Reflex Australia and Masterline! See you
next time!!
Kurwongba Summer Swerve- 25th Feb
Rnd 6 Southern series at Isis Ski Gardens- 4th/5th March

RESULTS:
Slalom
Div 6: Carter Bell
Div 5: Finn Sheehy
Div 4: Ben Lockley
Div 3: Steve Alcorn
Div 2: Les Walters
Div 1: Pete Cornale

#Waterskiqld

Trick
Div 5: Drew Taylor
Div 4: Sarah Loughlin
Div 3: Les Walters
Div 2: Abbey Teague

